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Other Environmental Prospects We Can Help With!
• General Construction Firms
• Fire & Water Restoration Contractors
• Mold/Asbestos/Lead Contractors
• Asphalt and Paving Contractors
• Environmental Contractors
• Waste Water Treatment Plants

• Landfills
• Farms
• Municipalities
• School Districts
• Plumbers, Roofers, and Artisan Contractors

• Hotels, Condo & Apartment Building
Owners or Managers
• Property Transfers Including Purchase &
Sales, Mergers & Aquisitions
• Roustabouts, Freshwater Haulers, &
Fracking Support Contractors
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Regardless of your view on global warming or climate change, recent
numbers released by insurance carriers across the country and the world
show that each year they are paying more and more on property claims
related to severe weather events as weather events have become more
extreme and more frequent. This bodes well for roofers and roofing
restoration contractors. An increase in the intensity and the frequency of
severe weather events means more damage to homes and businesses,
which means more restoration and repair jobs such as new roofs and
more revenue for roofers. While more severe weather may not sit well
with most folks, roofers can put a positive spin on it.
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From our many years of reviewing insurance policies, no class of business
has stood out as having notoriously glitchy insurance coverage more than
roofers. And we have reviewed a lot of insurance policies. In fact, we
once reviewed a General Liability (GL) policy for a roofing contractor that
contained, I kid you not, an exclusion for roofing work. That contractor was
flabbergasted.
Some of this glitchy-ness can be blamed on the sheer lack of options when
it comes to insuring roofers for their liability. Much like it is with fire/water
restoration contractors, many carriers in the marketplace simply refuse to
write roofers. The ones that do, charge a significantly higher rate on them
than they would any other contractor, sometimes as high as seven (7!) times
the usual rate. It’s not necessarily unreasonable; roofers do have large
claims and the exposure is there.

A good portion of the glitchy-ness is simply due to uncovered fungi/mold exposure held by roofers. It’s incredibly
common for a roofer to have no coverage for any claims related to or involving mold. The Fungi or Bacteria
Exclusion found on most GL policies kicks out coverage for claims involving a speck of mold. The next section
provides further detail on this particular exclusion. The third section lays out the issue this exclusion creates for
roofers.
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The Undervalued
Fungi or Bacteria
Exclusion on GL Policies.

One exclusion found on almost all GL policies that does not get the attention
it deserves is the Fungi or Bacteria Exclusion. Most commonly included as
an added endorsement to the policy, it’s as far from adding coverage as you
can get.
While exact wording may differ from carrier to carrier, the exclusion usually
consists of two parts:
• One section contains anti-concurrent causation language that strips away
coverage for claims of bodily injury (BI) or property damage (PD) resulting
from or essentially in any way related to fungi or bacteria.
• The other section knocks out full coverage under the policy for any loss,
cost, or expense arising out of the contractor dealing with (e.g. abating,
testing for, cleaning up, removing, etc.) fungi or bacteria.
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Below is an example of the exclusion for you to see the language commonly used:
This insurance does not apply to:
a. "Bodily injury" or "property damage" which would not have occurred, in whole or in part, but for the
actual, alleged or threatened inhalation of, ingestion of, contact with, exposure to, existence of, or presence
of, any "fungi" or bacteria on or within a building or structure, including its contents, regardless of whether
any other cause, event, material or product contributed concurrently or in any sequence to such injury or
damage.
b. Any loss, cost, or expenses arising out of the abating, testing for, monitoring, cleaning up, removing,
containing, treating, detoxifying, neutralizing, remediating or disposing of, or in any way responding to, or
assessing the effects of, "fungi" or bacteria, by any insured or by any other person or entity.
The easiest way to conceptualize this exclusion is to think of it as a pollution exclusion on steroids. The anticoncurrent causation language applying the exclusion for fungi and bacteria to the entire loss if any of these
materials is even partially involved in any sequence to the loss is the steroids part of the analogy.

The Fungi or
Bacteria
Exclusion
Spells Bad
News for
Roofers.
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What is a common cause of water intrusion events in homes and buildings?
A leaky roof. Given their title, it’s safe to assume that roofers do a good
amount of work on roofs, which means on occasion they will be involved
with a leaky roof in some capacity. While no one intentionally designs or
builds a roof that will leak, there are cases of water intrusion events from
roof design and construction. Water intrusion events can cause all kinds of
issues in homes and buildings. If they go unnoticed (e.g. leaking into the
interior of a wall or the attic) or are not properly remediated from the getgo, there are a whole number of other issues that could arise. A common
one associated with water intrusion events involving roofers is mold growth.

Mold needs three things to thrive: humidity, heat, and a food source. A
leaky roof means moisture entering the home or building. Or it could be a hole in the roof while work is being
performed left open to the elements. In the case of a leaky roof, it could occur on multiple occasions before it is
detected. If it happens while work is being performed – say a tarp blows off in the wind during a rainstorm – it
should quickly be obvious there has been a water intrusion event. Nevertheless, in either situation, moisture mixes
with some grade-A food sources such as wood and drywall. The only missing ingredient is heat; add that and you
can have a moldy mess in no time.
Given all of the necessary conditions, mold can grow in as little as 72 hours. So, even if the water intrusion
event was quickly detected (e.g. tarp blowing off a hole in a roof being worked on), if the situation is not handled
quickly and appropriately, the risk of mold growth is still there. Expand this to a situation of a water intrusion
event (or multiple) that goes unnoticed for an extended period of time (e.g. leaky roof) and you can build a case
that roofers carry a significant mold exposure associated with the operations they perform.
Now, the fact that roofers have this risk is not necessarily a problem. The problem arises when they don’t have
adequate insurance coverage for claims related to or involving mold in any way. If there is a Fungi or Bacteria
Exclusion on the policy, they definitely do not have adequate coverage for mold claims. Recall the previous
section that covers the Fungi or Bacteria Exclusion and it is clear why this is the case.
In fact, this exclusion knocks out coverage for mold the second a roofer steps out of their truck at the jobsite. The
second portion of the exclusion blows out coverage for even “responding to” to “fungi” (mold). So, if a roofing
contractor shows up to a building that is already infested with mold, they have no coverage for any claim arising
from that job even if the claim doesn’t arise from the mold.
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In addition, all GL policies contain exclusion f. Pollution Exclusion, which knocks out coverage for any claim
resulting from the release, escape, dispersal, etc. of a “pollutant”, which is defined in the policy. In the definition
of a “pollutant”, it includes the terms “irritants” and “contaminants”. While mold may not commonly be thought
of as a pollutant, it can, and often is, argued to be an “irritant” and a “contaminant”, making it a “pollutant” in
the eyes of a judge.
So, that’s two places in a GL policy that knocks out coverage for roofer’s mold exposure. What then is the
solution to this coverage gap? Contractor’s Environmental Liability (CEL) coverage, commonly referred to as
Contractor’s Pollution Liability (CPL).

Contractor’s
Environmental
Liability
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Coverage
Every
Roofer
Needs.

The most effective way for roofers to mitigate their exposure to mold losses
is through the use of a well-designed Contractor’s Environmental Liability
(CEL) policy. A lot of times this coverage line is referred to as Contractor’s
Pollution Liability (CPL). A proper CEL policy should fill the gap created
by not only the Fungi and Bacteria exclusion, but also the one created by
exclusion f. Pollution Exclusion on the GL.

Environmental insurance policies have to be specifically modified to
address fungi/mold loss exposures. As a word of warning, off-the-shelf
environmental insurance products are usually not well suited for insuring
fungus/mold exposures, because the insurance policies were not originally
created for indoor environmental loss exposures. Therefore, special attention
needs to be paid to adapting environmental insurance policies for indoor environmental loss exposures.
The most reliable insurance coverage solutions for mold losses will fall within the insurance products offered by the
environmental insurance marketplace. Insurance programs exist that are specifically tailored to roofers that offer a
GL policy with a separate CEL and possibly Professional policy. Excess options are also available that sit over the
GL, Auto, and Employers Liability.
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American Risk Management Resources Network, LLC is a wholesale brokerage firm that can help with many different
environmental insurance placements, and not just Contractor's Environmental Liability! There are many hidden
opportunities in many classes of business!
Other Environmental Prospects We Can Help With!
• General Construction Firms
• Fire & Water Restoration Contractors
• Mold/Asbestos/Lead Contractors
• Asphalt and Paving Contractors
• Environmental Contractors
• Waste Water Treatment Plants
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• Landfills
• Farms
• Municipalities
• School Districts
• Plumbers, Roofers, and Artisan Contractors

• Hotels, Condo & Apartment Building
Owners or Managers
• Property Transfers Including Purchase &
Sales, Mergers & Aquisitions
• Roustabouts, Freshwater Haulers, &
Fracking Support Contractors
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